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1. gntroduction
Let nlll2 be an integer. Let N(B.) denote the Nevanlinna class on the unit open

ball Bn of the complex n‑dimensional Euclidean space C". Let HP(Bn), O<PiSlloo,

denote the Hardy spaces on B.. HOO(B.) is the space of all bounded holomorphic
functions in Bn.

In [2], R.O.Kujala proposed three problems. One of them is on the complete
characterization of the zero sets of functions in N(B.), by the Blaschke condition.

This problem was solved affirmatively by G.M.Henkin [1] and H. Sl<oda [8],
independently (See below Theorem A in g2.). Secondly Kujala asked whether a
certain necessary condition for the zero sets in HOO(B.) (which is easily obtained

through the Jensen Formula) is also sufficient. This problem has recently solved
negatively in [3]. In the present paper we shall study the KLijala's last problem.
He asl<ed ([2], p. 260):

Can determining sets (or divisors) for HOO(B.) or N(B.) be reasonably characte‑
rized ?

We shall consider when zero sets (of holomorphic functions) in B. are deter‑

mining sets for HP(B.), O<P:lloo, or N(B.). By using the Henkin‑Skoda theorem
(Theorem A in g2), we can characterize completely the determining sets for N(Bn)
(Theorem 1 in g3). The characterization of the determining sets for HP(Bn), O<P$oo,

is much more complicated. We shall only show the existence of various determining

sets and non‑determining sets for HP(B.), O<Pislco (See Theorem 2‑‑Theorem 5 in
g4 and g5.).

2. Preliminaries
Let H(Bn) denote the space of all holomorphic functions in B.. Put

H(Bn)*= {fEH(Bn); fiii:O in Bn},
N(Bn)* =N(Bn) n H(Bn)*,

HP(Bn)"==HP(Bn)nH(Bn)' (O<P;I$oo)･
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We note that

HOO(B.)cHq(B.)cflP(B.)cN(B")aH<Bn) if O<P<q<oo･
Let f(iH(B.)*. In a neighborhood of each point aEB., f can be expanded in
a series of homogeneous poiynomials:

co
f(z)‑=Pk(z‑a).
le‑‑o
The integer

vf(a)=Min{lell}O; PhfiO}
is called the zero multiplicity of f at a. The integer‑valued function vf defined in
B. is called the zero‑divisor of f
Let pt be a non‑negative integer‑valued function defined in B.. Then pt is called
a Positive divisor on B. if and only if it is locally the zero‑divisor of some holomo‑

rphic function, that is, for each point aEB. there exist a connected neighborhood
V of a and a holomorphic function f in V such that fiiiCO and pt=vf in V.
We denote by EE)"(Bn) the set of all positive divisors on B.. Then we have the
divisor map v from H(Bn)' into ED"(B.) defined by letting v(f) for f in H(B.)' be vf.

Let pe be a positive divisor on the unit open disc Bi in the complex plane.
Define

nA(r)= = pt(2)
AErBl
for O<rES{1, and
M(r, s)‑Il' {ng(t)/t} dt

for O<s<r:l{1, where rBi={2EC; 121<r}.
Let n}il2 be an integer. Let FtEEE)'(Bn). Tal<e a point 4EOBn, where 6B. is the

boundary of B.. Define
y[q](R)=:=pt(2C) for 2EiBi.
Put E= {gEOB,,; pt[C]EEE)'(Bi)} . Then a(OBnXE)= O, where a is the rotation‑invariant

positive Borel measure on OBn for which a(OBn)=1. (See e.g. Stoll (9), p. 13.) We
write

M(r, s; q)==M[e(r, s)
if gEE, and we define
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M(r, s)=I,.,M(r, s; C>do(q)

for O<s<r$l.
Let fciiH(B.)". We denote by Z(f) the zero set of f:
Z(f) :‑ {zEB.; f(z)=:O} .
Then Z(f)== {zEBn; vf(z)>O} .

We shali say that a positive divisor ,aEEE)i'(B.) (resp. a zero set Z(f) of some
fEH(Bn)") satisfies the Blaschlee condition if and only if

M(1, s)<oe (resp. Nu,(1, s)<oo>
for some sE(O, 1). (See Kujala[2], p.252 and Stoll[9], p.41.)
Theorem A (Henkin[1]; Skocla[8]). For ,aEEE)"(B.), the following two conditions
are equivalent :

(a) stEv(N(B.)*).
(b) Lt satisLlies the Blaschke condition.

LetXbe asubspace of H(Bn). A zero set M in Bn (i.e. M==Z(gi for some
gEH(B.)*) is said to be a determining set for X if the assumptions fEX, McZ(f)
force fii.irmO. Here the symbol McZ(f) means the inclusion reiation with multiplicity;

i.e. for two zero sets M(=Z(g)) and Z(f), we write McZ(f) if and only if vg;i{vf
in Bn･

We recall some results about the Hardy spaces HP(Bn) and the Bergman spaces

AP(B.). Assume O<P<oo. For fEH(B.), we define the ]lilP‑norm and the AP‑norm
as follows:
1 lfR iv' ==:,S.L,le, {i,.. 1 f(rC)1Pda(q)} iip,

1 1fl 1Ap = {I..i f(z)1Pd2(z)} i/p.

Here R is the Lebesgue measure on C" normalized so that a(B.)=1. Then

HP(Bn)={fEH(Bn); 11fllHP<OO},
AP(Bn)= {fEH(Bn); 11fl lAP<oO}･

We note that HP(B.)aAP(B.) (O<P<oo).
Suppose n}l}2. Let f and g be functions defined in B. and Bn‑i, respectively,
and define a restriction operator p and an extension operator E by

(pf) (2')=f(2', O) (N7'EB.‑i),
(Elgr) (2', zn)==g(z') ((2', zn)EIBn)･
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We note that pE is the identity operator.

The following two theorems will be used in g5:
Theorem B (Rudin [6], p.127). Assume nlll!2, O<P<oo.
(a) The extension E is a linear isometry of AP(Bn"i) into HP(Bn).
(b) The restriction p is a linear norm‑decreasing mmp of HP(Bn) onto AP(Bnnti).

Theoreme C (Rudin [6], p.128). Assume n})1, O<P<oo. if fEHP(Bn), then
lf(x)iifi{2n/PllfllEp(1‑lzD‑niP (2EB,,).

3. Determinimg sets for .ZV(Bn)
Theorem 1. SuPPose nllll. Let M be a zero set in B.. Then M is a determining
set for IV(B,,) if and only if M does not satistv the Blaschlee condition.

Proof. Suppose that M satisfies the Blaschke condition. Then, by Theorem A,
there exists a gGN<B.)" such that Z(g)==M. Hence M cannot be a determining set
for AT<Bn).

Conversly, suppose that M is not a determining set for N<B.). Then there
exists an hEiiAT<Bn)' such that Z(h)DM. By Theorem A, Z(h) satisfies the Blaschke

condition so does M.

'

Since IV<B.)DHP(B.) (O<Pi:iloo), we obtain
Corollary. SuPPose nllll. Let M be a 2ero set in B.. ILIC M does not satistv the
Blaschfee condition, then M is a determining set for HP(B.) (O<P$oo).

4. Deterrrnieming sets for ffP(Bn), O<p:lloo
In this section we need the results of Rudin [5]. Let ￠: (‑oo, oo).(O, oo)bea
nondecreasing convex function, not identically O, and iet Hb(B.) be the class of all

fEH(B.) whose growth is restricted by the requirement
o <S "r <Pi f,.. ￠(10g l f(rq) l)da(c)< .. .

If ip(t)==max(O, t), then Hip(B.):=N(B.). If O<P<oo and ￠(t)=eP', then
Hip(Bn)==Hf'(Bn)･

Theorem D (Rudin [5], p. 58). Fix nlll2. Assume that ip and ￠ are non‑constant,
nonnegative, nondecreasing convex ftenctions daj7ned on (‑oo, oo), and that

lim ￠(t)/ip(t) ‑ oo .

t. oo

Then there exists an fEiiHe(B.) witla the following ProPerty;

,l]lf bEHDO(B.), gEiH(B.)*, and h=(f+b)g, then some constant multiple of h fails
to be in Hlp(B.).

Rudin remarked that the following theorem is obtained as a special case of the
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above Theorem D (See [5], p.59.).
Theorem E. Let n}ll2 be an integer and O<P<oo. Then tkeere exists an fEHP(B.)
such that Z(f) is a determining set for U Hq(Bn) (DHco(Bn)).

a>p

Now we show that Theorem D furnishes two similar results to Theorem E.
Theorem 2. (cf. Rudin [4], pp. 60‑62, Theorem 4. 1. 1> Let n>=2 be an integer.
Then there exists an fE n ge(B,,) such that Z(f) is a determining set for Hco(B.).

Proof. Put

o<p<co

exp (t2) if t2.0
￠(t)J‑( 1
if t<o,
gbCt)=(exp
1 (t3) if tlO
if t<o.
Then ￠ and ￠ satisfy the assumptions in Theorem D. Hence there is an fEHdi(Bn)
such that f has the property described in the conclusion of Theorem D. We note
that

HOO(B.)cHlb(B.)cll￠(B.)c n HP(Bn)･
O<p<oo

SincefEHip(B.),fE n HP(Bn).
O<D<co
Suppose hEHoo(Bn) and Z(h)DZ(f) i.e. vhlllvf in B.. Then h=g7f for some
gEH(B.). If giilO in B., there is a constant cEC such that ch EII Hip(B.). Since
Hoo(B")cHip(Bn) we have ch all Hoo(Bn). This contradicts the assumption heiHOO(B.).

Therefore g‑!O in B., and so, hE‑ii‑O in B.. Thus Z(f) is a determining set for

Theorem 3. Let n;ll2 be an integer. Then there exists an fEAi<Bn) such that
Z(f) is a determining set for U HP(Bn).

Proof. Put

O<p<oo
ip(t)=::max(O, t) (‑oo<t<oo),
exp(rvit) (t;llll)

gb(t) = [

e (t<1).
Then ip and ip satisfy the assumptions in Theorem D. Hence we can find an fEIIip
(Bn)=IV<Bn) with property described in the conclusion of Theorem D. We note that

U HP(Bn)CHkb(Bn)CN<Bn).
o<p<co
The same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 2 shows that Z(f) is a determining
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O<p<oo

'

5 Non‑deterwaimimg sets for "P(Bn),O<p5;oo
In this section, in addition to the theorems (Theorem B and Theorem C) described
in g2, we shali use the following J. H.Shapiro's result:

Theorervt F. (See Shapiro [7], p. 245, Corollary 2.2 and p.246, Corollary 2.5.)

Let nllll be an inleger and O<P<oo. Then there exists an fEAP(B.)" sach that
vfGv( U Aq(B.)").
q>p
Theorem 4. (cf. Rudin [6], S7.3.6) Let n>=2 be an integer and O<P<oo. Then
there exists an fEHP(B.) which satisLlies the following two conditions :

(a) Z(f) is not a determining set for Hoo(Bn).

(b) vfGv( U (Hq(B.)").

q>P
Proof. By Theorem F, there is a gEAP(Bn‑i) such that vgev( U Aq(Bn‑i)").
a>p
Define f==:Iig in B., where E is the extension operator defined in g2. Then it
follows from Theorem B that fGllP(B.). If vffv( U llg(B.)"), then there is an

a>p
hE U Hq(B.)" with vh==:vf. Therefore h==.f7? for some leEll(B.) with Z(le)=￠. Put

a>P

h'=ph and fe'=pk, where p is the restriction operator defined in S2. Then
h'(z') =:g(2')fe'(z') for z'GBn‑i.

Since Z(le')=￠, we have vg==pht. By theorem B we have h'E U Aq(Bn‑i), since
a>p
hE U Ha(B.). Thus vgEp( U Aq(B.‑i)"). This contradicts the choice of the function

a>P a>P

g. Hence vfGv( U llq(Bn)")･

a>p

We turn to the proof of (a). Since fEHP(Bn), Theorem C gives
lf(2)1 :i‑: 2niPllfllHp(1‑ 121)‑n!P (2 Eii B.).

Hence

(1) lg(2')li:ll2nlPIIfBHp(1‑lz'D‑n!P (z'GB."i).
Choose a positive integer m with nZP<m. Define

(2) .l7(2)== f(z)zn2"i ==g(2')zn2M (Z == (z', 2n)EBn).
Then FGH(B.). By (1) and (2),

(3) IF(2)1:S;2"IPIIfl[Hp(1‑lz'l)‑nlPlzn12M
for 2=(z', zn)EBn. Since lzn]2<1‑lz'I2<2(1‑lz'l), we have
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(4) (1‑lz'D‑,i,(P<2nlPizni‑2n/P.
It follows from (3) and (4) that
lF(2)ig.22,t!P11fHHplz,,12m‑2nlP:;II.22n/p!1fIlHp<oo

for 2=(a',zn)EB.. Thus FE!iHeO(B.). On the other hand, Z(F)DZ(f) and F;z:O ln
Bn, by virtue of (2). Hence Z(f) is not a determining set for HOO(B,). Q.E.D.
Theorem 5. Let n2‑l;‑3 be an integer. Then there exists an fEii ft HP(Bn) zvhich

O<p<oo

satis]7es the follozving two conditions :

(a) Z(f) is fzot a determining set for HOS(B.).

(b) pfGv(HDe(B.)").
Proof. Since n‑ll)‑ 2, Theorem 2 establishes the existence of a function .crE n

e<p<oo

EIP(B,,.‑i) such that Z(g) is adetermining set for HOO(B.‑i). Since HP(B.Hi)cAP(Bn.i)

(O<P<oo), we have gE n AP(B.‑i). Put f=Eg. Then Theorem B implles
O<P<eo

(5) fE n HP(B,,).
O<p<oo
Choose a positive number P with n<P. Define

(6) F(z) == f(z)zn2 =g(z')zn2
for z=:=(z', zn)EB.. By (4), (5), (6) and Theorem C, we have
IF(z)li!ll22nfPIIfBHplzn12‑2n/P:g{22HfllHp<oo

for 2=::(z', 2n)EB.. Hence FEHoo(B.). It follows from (6) that Z(F)]Z(f) and F ilO
in B.. This proves (a)

The repetition of the argument used to prove that vfGv( U Hq(Bn)") iR Theorem

q>p
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